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           Rabbit Garden Weathervane    
     Gloria     
    
 "Happy" Rabbit Weathervane! Just received my Rabbit Garden Weathervane and it is just adorable! The rabbit design perfectly resembles our real live rabbits.  We have not assembled it yet due to our weather conditions (snow) but cannot wait to put it in our garden. It will make a wonderful addition. It looks well made and the color is very nice also.

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    D 
           20" Tranquil Harmony Birdbath Basin    
       D Mooney     
    
 Birth bath basin I’m thrilled to receive the beautiful basin. It is very well made and exactly as it is pictured online. I’m sure I will use it for many years to come. Thank you!
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           18" Hanging Fired Copper Bird Bath    
       K Howell     
    
 Gorgeous Bird bath! I love the 18” artisan hammered fired copper hanging birdbath! It has an absolutely beautiful finish. The only cons I can see is that the water isn’t as balanced as baths that fit inside a ring hanging on a chain that is separate from the bowl also making it easier to refill & clean. 


I do have to say their customer service was excellent though. There was a problem with my order & they had sent the incorrect bath. Sean quickly took care of it & had UPS pick up the return. I would definitely purchase from them again!
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           27” Heavy Duty Stainless Steel Spark Screen with Lifter    
       Reynold Snyder     
    
  The spark screen is substantial in weight but possibly a little too much so.  It is noticeably heavier than the non-stainless steel spark screen that it has replaced.  But given that it will need to be removed and replaced on the fire pit often in order to gain access to adjust the fire, that weight may be somewhat not ideal.  Also, while I appreciate the lifter that came with the screen, it seems a little short to me and I have been using a longer, different type lifter which I already owned.  Finally, I think it would be better if the "handle" of the screen was fixed in place rather than being loose and therefore always flopping down to one side or another.  It is of course harder to grab due to that.  I have used the screen once since the purchase.t
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           Eagle with Ball Flagpole Topper, 11" Wingspan    
       Foster Edward Murphy     
    
 Exceeded my expectations ! I have purchased a cupola , weathervane , eagle topper for my flagpole and Protectant because all were in copper . Delivery was perfect , wrapped wonderfully and was before promised !

Buy with confidence !!!!!!!!!
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